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"Dollar sales of beer, craft beer, and cider are estimated to
reach $112 billion in 2018, up 1.1% over 2017 totals. Dollar

sales of beer will level, with very small year-over-year gains
projected through 2023. Volume sales are declining at a

higher rate (with an estimated dip of just under 1% in
2018), due to a higher percentage of consumers reducing

beer consumption than report drinking more."
Beth Bloom, Associate Director - Food & Drink

This report looks at the following areas:

• Dollar sales growth of beer, craft beer, and alcoholic cider slows
• A quarter of beer drinkers have reduced consumption
• Expanding legalization of recreational cannabis can challenge beer

Leading reasons for reduction include personal health improvement and drinking less alcohol in
general. Larger dollar declines are prevented by the growth in higher price point segments, including
craft and imported beer.
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Figure 44: Beer statements – Frequency, by craft consumption, August 2018

Bottles/cans

Bottled options still outpace canned, despite introduction surge
Figure 45: Types of beer consumed – Format, August 2018

Younger drinkers embrace cans
Figure 46: Types of beer consumed – Format, by age, August 2018

Domestic/imported

A higher percentage of beer drinkers drink domestic varieties
Figure 47: Types of beer consumed – Domestic/imported, August 2018

Hispanic interest in imports helps segment thrive
Figure 48: Types of beer consumed – Domestic/imported, by Hispanic origin, August 2018

Craft

Craft-style surpasses true-craft consumption
Figure 49: Types of beer consumed – Craft, August 2018

Craft continues to fall under radar of Hispanics
Figure 50: Types of beer consumed – Craft, by Hispanic, August 2018

Light/flavored

Light/low-cal variety engagement low, can use refresh
Figure 51: Types of beer consumed – Other types, August 2018
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Category engagement leading to increased consumption
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Brand leads beer purchase decision
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Younger drinkers are less likely to be driven by brand
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Style is of utmost importance among “true-craft” drinkers
Figure 68: Important factors, by craft consumption, August 2018
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Figure 70: Beer purchase location, by age, August 2018
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Brand/style loyalty behaviors

Beer drinkers aren’t strongly stuck in their ways
Figure 72: Beer statements – Habits, August 2018
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Large manufacturers struggle with craft appeal
Figure 74: Goose Island - Think Big About Beer, April 2018
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22-34s are most likely to benefit from helping hand from beer brands
Figure 76: Beer statements – Other, by age, August 2018

Craft drinkers have higher-than-average opinions of large manufacturers
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Figure 77: Beer statements – Other, by craft consumption, August 2018
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